Accolades rise for China's Tian Xian product

PHILIPPINES, UK, CHINA, VIETNAM — A Chinese herbal combination increasingly widely used in parts of Asia continues to get rave notices from users, and apparently knock-offs from other producers.

In a recent case involving TXL — Tian Xian liquid — Thay and Robin Vaughn, United Kingdom residents, reported the swift response of a family member in Vietnam to the widely studied non-toxic 15-element combination developed by Dr. Wang Zhen Guo, a medical researcher of the Ministry of Public Health (China).

The Vaughns this year reported to Manuel Kio, whose Manila-based Green and Gold International Exports is the major world distributor of the product:

"My family and I recently ordered two lots of Tian Xian liquid from you for my sister-in-law in Vietnam."

"Firstly, we are amazed at the improvement of her condition."

"She was diagnosed with lung cancer and was only given a few months to live. In fact, the doctors were rather reluctant to treat her, as they considered it a lost cause."

"I sent the details of her scan to a leading cancer hospital here in England and was told by the doctors that her cancer was very serious and well advanced."

"After reading some testimonials on your Website, we decided to try her with Tian Xian liquid, to work with her chemotherapy."

"Well, after just 10 days she was feeling so much better and her hair stopped falling out, and she was even well enough to go out."

"She went to the hospital for a further scan two weeks later and — the doctors can't believe what happened — her tumor had shrunk by 75 percent. They can't believe how it happened."

"You should warn customers about something: my wife's family saw a Chinese shop in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam, selling 'New Tian Xian Liquid' — it seems they are trying to cash in on your good name, as this product is certainly not yours."

TXL producers say the product has been subjected to clinical trials in 10 countries and has found positive responses in more than 80 percent of 400,000 users.

Reported here (ICHF Newsletter III:2, 1999; and IV:1, 2000) aside from proprietary elements which the Chinese developers do not identify in order to prevent counterfeit versions, the combination includes forms of ginseng, lirice, hysop and astragalus and herbs rich in germanium and selenium.

Of the 15 ingredients listed by Dr. Wang Zhen Guo (in The Cancer Terminator, available in English), only "animal gall" and "wrinkled giant hysop" do not originate from the natural sources of Changsha, China.

Responders to TXL, either by itself or in combination with chemotherapy and/or radiation, include cases of advanced liver, stomach and esophageal cancer.

Developers said 807 trials of the products were done in China alone after the pill form was introduced in 1984.

The International Rehabilitation of Cancer Assn. (IRCA), monitoring TXL, was set up with worldwide headquarters in Hong Kong with branch offices in Japan, Taiwan, Thailand, Malaysia and the Philippines.

In Manila, Manuel Kio pointed out that China has approved the TXL medications as anticancer medications since 1988, that numerous cases have resolved with TXL alone, that the substances are non-toxic, and that they obviously also enhance standard treatments while stimulating immune responses.

(English-language information on TXL is available from Green & Gold International Exports, Quezon City, Philippines [Suite 307, Solmac Building, 84 Dapitan, corner Banawe St., Quezon City 1100], tels. +63-(2)-781-0069, 416 2951, +63 (917) 819 6999, FAXes +63(2)415 8715, +1 (208) 246 5773, +44 (870) 130 4374, E-mail: info@tianxian.com, Web: www.tianxian.com)

Son credits TXL, God for mom’s response

By PHILIP FRANCIS R. BERSABE

(EDITOR'S NOTE: Mr. Bersabe, of Marilao, Bulacan, Philippines, attends the Central Seminary, University of Santo Tomas, Manila. The following is his personal account of his mother's encounter with Tian Xian Liquid. —MLC)

PHILIPPINES — In the past, whenever someone heard the word "CANCER," or was it diagnosed to be suffering from the malady, he/she needed to pack up all of his/her things because it was tantamount to the announcement of his/her death.

CANCER-DEATH — that is the equation of the past. There is no more hope. There is no more life. There is no more remedy for the person who is inflicted with such a dreaded disease. He/she has no other option but to despair because he/she is certainly heading for the grave. Such mentality can be summarized further by the equation: CANCER + HOPELESSNESS = DEATH.

With the advent of China No. 1 Tian Xian Liquid, the equation has radically changed. In fact, it has been reversed. The equation now is: CANCER + GOOD FIGHT & HOPE = NEW LIFE.

It is with this conviction and hope born out of this equation that I share vicariously the experience of my mother, Mrs. Ruthzaida Reazon Bersabe, with Tian Xian Liquid.

As her oldest son, I can testify credibly to the suffering she underwent when she was stricken with cancer.

Last August, 26, 2000, she was diagnosed in the UST Hospital (Manila), after undergoing bone marrow aspiration, to be suffering from MULTIPLE MYELOMA, a rare form of bone marrow cancer.

PREVIOUS to that she suffered from symptoms such as severe anemia, dizziness, bone pains, dropping of blood counts and bleeding of gums. She was hospitalized three times at the Integrated Hospital and Bicol Medical Center in Naga City and underwent several blood transfusions to replace the lost blood. In fact, her hemoglobin count during that time dropped to 70 and lower when the normal count is 120-140.

She was brought to Manila and then was hospitalized at the UST Hospital. Her sickness was discovered and the oncologist told us that she needed to undergo a series of chemotherapy treatments. The doctor added that the only possible treatment for her sickness is bone marrow transplantation which is very costly, is performed only abroad and with only a 10-20% survival rate.

The doctor told me that there was no cure for her sickness and that the chemotherapy was only to prolong her life for some few years.

Well, when I heard the news, I refused to accept it. I hoped against hope. I was very hopeful then that my mother would survive and emerge victorious against this disease. Nevertheless, I didn’t have any idea how during that time.

When my mother was released from the hospital and was about to begin her chemotherapy, I continued my research into her sickness. I never surrendered. I continued to look for possible treatments for my mother’s sickness.

At this time, I found out about China No. 1 Tian Xian Liquid through a local newspaper. I read about a conference concerning this medicine. I visited also the Website. I contacted the Green & Gold International Exports and then came to know personally Mr. Manuel Kio, the general manager.

He went to Bulacan where my mother resided and checked the condition of my mom. Afterwards, I decided to write the head office in Hongkong through the e-mail to ask for free assistance. I believed that poverty was not a hindrance.

Fortunately, the President of CHINA-JAPAN Feida Union Ltd in Hongkong responded positively to my request.

Last Nov. 17, my mother started to take Tian Xian Liquid and capsules. Before she took the medicine, she was still complaining about pains in the
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